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Dreamy colors, French antiques
and sensual textures add Parisian
flair to an 1870s Italianate home.
BY MARGIE MONIN DOMBROWSKI
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Pieces with clean lines, gentle curves and a
monochromatic color scheme create a
soothing ambience in this master suite.
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A stately Italianate mansion built
in 1875 requires a certain level of
romance and elegance. With an
architectural style that combines
16th-century Italian Renaissance
and 19th-century influences, this
San Francisco home needed a contemporary touch that spoke to the
original structure and the homeowners’ exquisite taste.
When one of the homeowners
presented interior designer Jona
Collins of Jona Collins Interiors, in
San Mateo, California, with the
design inspiration for the elegant
master suite—the smoky lilac fabric
of a Jimmy Choo shoe—she knew
exactly the aesthetic she would carry
throughout the rest of the home:
traditional modern sophistication.
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“This is an area that we wanted to
keep more casual and comfortable, so I
brought in a contemporary-style

sofa to make it a little less formal,”
Jona says.
A welcoming entryway includes
generous seating, the warmth of an
area rug and floral displays.

A lush tree livens up a corner of this living room.
A large mirror, chandelier and mirrored coffee table
add sophistication.
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Making the interior personal to its owners,
who frequently travel to Paris and collect
French antiques and art, meant Jona would
pull from French and other European influences. Jona created a statement-making
interior by incorporating French antiques,
Barbara Barry furniture pieces, pale hues and
sumptuous fabrics. “The colors are so luscious,” Jona says. “There’s a certain panache
that comes with the French charm. The fabrics, luxurious antiques and draperies, all the
fabulous details of the trimmings—you’ll see
a lot of these embellishments.”
Jona describes the color scheme as “soft
petal,” reminiscent of a rose garden and of

some of the homeowners’ favorite
places in Paris. “The soft petal pinks,
hydrangeas, silky lilacs—they’re all
dreamy colors, ” Jona says.
In the French-style parlor, the color
scheme is set off by the Annie Hall custom paint in blue, followed by matching
blue silk draperies. Luxurious details
such as the 19th-century Louis XV style
console, Italian Rococo antique mirrored coffee table, French deco-styled
glass mirrored table, Louis XV Fauteuil
leather chair, Louis XVI gilt urn lamp
and 1800s antique crystal chandelier
add drama and a palatial feel to the
space. “This is an area that we wanted
to keep more casual and comfortable,”
Jona says. “So I brought in a contemporary-style sofa to make it a little less formal.” Other beachy elements such as the
custom shell mirror and the seagrass
rug add warmth, making the parlor a
cozy gathering place.
The elegant master suite is soothing,
with billowy French silk draperies and
coordinating suede upholstered bed
with silk bedding that Jona custom
designed for the room. With so many
silky, luxurious textiles and refined furniture pieces and accessories, Jona was
able to achieve just the right belle suite
parentale françaises—a beautiful French
master bedroom suite—for her client.
A key piece in the master suite, a custom chaise lounge, is also one of Jona’s
favorite elements in the home. The
client’s young daughter had given Jona
a line drawing she created, depicting a

The dining room is the epitome of elegance
with its dark wood dining set, sumptuous
draperies, ornate chandelier and gilded mirror.
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The smoky lilac
fabric of a Jimmy
Choo shoe was the
design inspiration for
the master suite.

piece of furniture. The little girl’s furniture concept became the luxurious
tufted velvet slipper-style chair in the
Jimmy Choo lilac color with a coordinating brooch-bedecked pillow, which
no doubt left the young designer overjoyed. “I was thrilled to be able to present it to my client,” Jona says. “It was a
special detail in that space.”
The daughter’s bedroom was another
favorite feature. “I love this little girl’s
room,” Jona says. “The client wanted it
to be reminiscent of a ballet slipper.” To
achieve the look, Jona set out to find
gorgeous fabrics such as silk and velvet
to create an elegant and comforting
little girl’s bedroom that also provided
an ideal space to play and dream. She
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Shades of lilac are a soft,
soothing backdrop for
the elegant and dramatic
black and silver furniture
in this bedroom.
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selected a darling toile for the white
canopy bed, the “Bunny Business” design
by Brunschwig & Fils, and a soft pink
velvet for her bedding that’s accented
with tufted buttons.
The bedroom’s bay windows and the
French Fauteuil chair near the fireplace
are dressed with the same pale pink,
while the walls are covered in the same
toile pattern as seen on the canopy. The
repetition of pink and toile tie the sweet
“Bunny Business” theme together in the
bedroom, while keeping with the French
style of the rest of the interior. “I just
wanted it to be a fun, creative place for a
young girl to spend her time,” Jona says.
Creating a personal retreat for her
clients was an exciting and successful
journey for Jona. “I selected items that
are very complementary,” she says. “Each
space has that very subtle, luxurious
feeling with a couple of dramatic focal
points so the backdrop will have this
very monochromatic soft-petal feel.”
Similar grown-up pastel colors, matched
with billowy silk draperies, crown moldings and hardwood floors, make the
interior design cohesive, as the elements
flow from room to room, while each
space is unique in its own way.
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Jona describes the
color scheme as
“soft petal” —
reminiscent of a rose
garden and some of
the homeowners’
favorite places in

Paris.

This little girl’s bedroom is the perfect
place to play and dream. “The client
wanted it to be reminiscent of a ballet
slipper,”Jona says. The charming toile
wallpaper adds a touch of elegance
that will still be appropriate in the
room as the child gets older.

For more information on Jona Collins,
visit jonacollins.com.
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